Online Ordering
CONFIGURATION AND SETUP GUIDE
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With built-in online ordering, Toast enables you to have an online ordering website that matches your brand
while tightly integrating with your kitchen operations for maximum efficiency. In order to customize your online
ordering site to meet your restaurant’s needs, you’ll need to make some changes to your online ordering settings
and takeout/delivery settings in Toast’s back-end.
This guide will walk you through each required setting and the effect it will have on your online ordering website.
By following these best practices before publishing your website, you and your guests will be sure to have a
seamless experience.

Configuring Your Online Ordering Site
BASIC ONLINE ORDERING CONFIGURATION
The first step is to configure online ordering for your restaurant. The following few sections will walk you through
how to toggle online ordering, set up approval mode, set your online ordering schedule and assign prep and
delivery times.
1.

In Toast’s back-end, navigate to Online Ordering in the Other Setup section.

2.

To turn on Online Ordering, select the green check mark next to Enable Online Ordering.

3.

Next, select the desired setting for online order approval. There are three options: Approve manually, Send 		
orders directly to kitchen, or Use rules.

Approve Manually
Manually approving orders that come through your online ordering site allows you to manage every order in the
Needs Approval tab found under Device Setup > Pending Orders. Orders must be approved by an employee from
the Pending Orders screen within five minutes from when the order was placed. Customers that have their orders
approved will be sent an email notification with their order summary. If the order is not approved within that time,
your customer will be notified that their order has not been approved and instructed to contact the restaurant for
further details.
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See an example of the Pending Orders screen below.

Send Orders to Kitchen
If your online orders don’t need to be approved by an employee, they can be sent to the ktichen to be fulfilled as
soon as the customer places the order. To do this, only one terminal must be configured to auto-fire these orders.
Choose the one terminal or handheld device that will be dedicated to auto-firing, and navigate to Device Setup.
Make sure that Order Auto-Fire is set to Yes. This setting should be configured to No on all other terminals and
devices.

Note that orders cannot be manually rejected. If for any reason an order cannot be fulfilled, we suggest that you
reach out to the customer to make appropriate arrangements.

Use Rules
Rules can be applied to orders to constrain whether an order gets auto-fired, will require approval, or is
automatically rejected. Select the checkbox to enable specific Rule Types.
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Using the Enforcement dropdown, set the trigger dollar amount for approval amounts. Next, determine whether
the enabled rule type requires an employee to approve the order or if it is automatically rejected.
In this example, if a delivery order comes through the online ordering website that is less than $30, it will
automatically be rejected.

Best practice is to select Send Orders Directly to Kitchen. Remember, this pushes all incoming orders directly to
the kitchen printer when it’s ready to be prepared. It does not require you to manually approve or intervene with
any online orders.
The next step is to configure your Online Ordering Scheduling Settings including scheduling, order dates and
guest communication.
1.

Enable online ordering scheduling, then configure the scheduled order dates.
a. Decide if you want to give your customers the ability to schedule orders online. For example, a 			
customer may be able to create an order at 6 am that is to be delivered at 12 noon. Select Yes if you’d like
that to be an option. If not, all orders will be fulfilled as soon as possible.

Note that an Order-Auto Firing device is required if scheduling is enabled.
b. If you enabled online ordering scheduling, define the max scheduled order date. The default date range 		
option allows guests to order ahead by 14 days. The custom date range option will allow you to define a 		
range.

2.

Then, decide if you want to enable guest communication. You can select Add Instructions to provide 		
instructions to your guest on how to collect their food when they arrive at your restaurant.
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3.

If you enabled guest communication, type a customized communication in the box on the right. This
message will be seen on the order confirmation page and in the digital receipt. You can include a
maximum of 150 characters.

4.

If your restaurant offers delivery, complete those steps for the Delivery Option as well. If not, leave the 		
section defaulted to No Instructions.

Check out this example! Note how the message you’ve entered displays on the customer’s digital receipt.

RESTAURANT INFO & IMAGERY CONFIGURATION
Next, optimize online ordering by ensuring your website is both visually engaging and intuitive from your
customer’s perspective. A well-designed webiste can help move online traffic from a third party website to your
own.
Adding your online ordering link to your restaurant’s website is the most important part!
1.

After signing into the back-end using your Toast acount, navigate to the Marketing section. Select 			
Restaurant Info.

2.

This is where you will enter or edit the basic information about your restaurant. Enter your restaurant’s
name and a description. Your description should be short and catchy, as it will be visible to your 		
customers on your online ordering website.

See the example on the following page.
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3.

If you are a multi-location restaurant, differentiate your locations using the Location Name and 			
Location Code fields.

4.

Set up your website URLs. Enter your website URLs in the first field. If you have social media accounts for 		
your restaurant, fill in those fields too.

5.

Save to create your Toast Tab URL and your online ordering site will be automatically created with all the 		
information you’ve entered.

ADDITIONAL CONFIGURATION
Below are a few more settings you’ll want to configure to make your online ordering program as awesome as
possible.

Spotlight Feature
We recommend uploading a spotlight feature with an image and text. Use a spotlight feature to highlight
information to your customers such as promotions, specials or ordering instructions.
1.

Select Choose Image to upload a spotlight image. Use a picture that’s 560 px by 420 px to maintain the 		
4:3 ratio so your picture looks sharp!

2.

Type in a description to go with your spotlight image. This example features a spaghetti dinner special.
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Server Selection
All orders have a designated server used to manage tips. Some customers create a virtual server such as “Online
Ordering Server” so that all online ordering tips can be pooled or shared easily.
•

Assigned by Auto-Firing Tablet If online orders do not require approval, select Assigned by Auto-Firing 		
Tablet in the drop-down menu. Your orders will automatically be sent to the correct printer.

•

Assigned Online Order Server For cases where online orders require approval, assign a server using the
dropdown menu. In this example, Alex Britton is the manager who will approve online orders when he
receives the notifications.

Special Requests
You can toggle special requests on or off for online orders and customize the message your customers will see.
Select Allow Special Requests if that will be an option for your online ordering program. Type a special requests
message in the box.

Payments Options
Depending on the setup of your restaurant, you’ll configure payment options for takeout and delivery accordingly.
Let’s start with delivery payment options. Select which options you’d like to be available for online delivery orders:
•
Cash
•
Credit Card - Same Day Orders
•
Credit Card - Future Orders
In the example below, this restaurant offers delivery orders placed online. The payment options are cash and
online credit card payments for same day orders.

Then, do the same for takeout payment options as shown on the next page.
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Select which options you’d like to be available. Notice that there’s an additional option for in-store credit card
payments.
•
Cash
•
Credit Card - Same Day Orders
•
Credit Card - Future Orders
•
Credit Card - In Store
In the example below, this restaurant offers takeout orders placed online. The payment options are cash, online
credit card payments for same day orders and in store credit card payments.

The last step is to decide whether online order users are allowed to add tips to an order when paying with a credit
card. In this example, the restaurant allows tips on online orders paid for with a credit card.

ONLINE ORDERING SCHEDULE
You’ll also need to set your online ordering hours for your restaurant. In some cases, your online ordering hours
may be the same as your restaurant hours. Or, maybe you offer online ordering at certain times or on specific
days.
Keep in mind that hours can only be set in 15 minute increments.
1.

In the Online Ordering Hours section, configure the hours for delivery and/or takeout in your restaurant. 		
Select Delivery or Takeout to set the hours for each option.

2.

To edit the hours for a specific day, select Edit.
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3.

Enter the Open and Close times for online ordering. If online ordering spans multiple intervals, you can add
additional intervals. The example below uses delivery hours, but the steps are the same for configuring
takeout hours.

Note that you can apply hours for all days from this window. If your hours for delivery are the same as takeout,
select the check box to apply the same hours and days to both. Don’t forget to Update, Save and Publish your
changes!

Schedule Overrides
You can override your online ordering hours for specific days for takeout and/or delivery. For example, maybe
your restaurant will be closed for a holiday or event.
1.

Select Add Override to add a schedule override as shown below.

2.
3.
4.

Enter the date and time of the schedule override.
Select which dining option that the schedule override applies to.
Add a description for the schedule override and select Add.

2

3
4
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PREP & DELIVERY TIMES
Configuring your prep and delivery times will allow customers to view an estimate of how long it will take to
complete their order.
1.

In the Online Ordering/Order API Prep Time section, start by setting a default prep time for online 			
orders.

Prep times are used to provide time estimates to customers, limit scheduling options and manage order firing to
the kitchen. In the example below, the default prep time is configured to 30 minutes. Here’s how the customer will
view that prep time when placing an order.

You can customize prep times based on the price size of your order. If set, thresholds will override the default
prep times set for online orders. Cutomized prep times must be in increments of 5 minutes.
2.

Select +Add Prep Time.

3.

Enter the minimum and maximum order totals along with the new prep time. In this example, orders
between $0 and $50 will show a prep time of 30 minutes. Orders over $50 will show a prep time of 45
minures.
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If you offer delivery, you’ll want to set a delivery time for delivery orders. This time will add to the prep time.
4.

Enter your default delivery time for your orders in the box.

In this example, remember that the default prep time is 30 minutes. Since the delivery time is also 30 minutes, a
delivery order placed online will show a total prep time of 1 hour.

DELIVERY SETTINGS
There are a few additional settings to configure if you offer delivery. If you don’t offer delivery, leave those fields
configured to the default.
1.
2.

In Toast’s back-end, navigate to the Takeout & Delivery section in Other Setup.
If you offer delivery in your restaurant, make sure to enable it!

3.

Select if you want to prompt for takeout customer information such as phone number and name. This
workflow is not required for Online Ordering configuration but can be helpful for call-in or in-person
takeout orders.

4.

Select how you’d like billing customer information to be configured for delivery orders. If billing and
delivery information can differ, you can configure that as an option for your restaurant.

5.

Decide where takeout and delivery receipts will print. With Print On-Demand Only, you’ll need to manually
print receipts. Or, you can select a printer from the dropdown menu.
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6.

Choose if you want to always print paper receipts for delivery checks, or if you’d rather defer to the digital
receipt configuration already set for your restaurant.

Online Order Throttling
During peak hours or a surprise rush, it may be necessary to slow down your online orders. This is referred to as
throttling. Throttling orders will add a specified number of minutes to every order that comes through your online
ordering website.
1.

Enable order throttling by selecting On.

2.

Enter the delay times for takeout orders and delivery orders. In this example, takeout orders will be 			
delayed by 15 minutes after being placed online. Your customers will only see the total time it takes for 		
the order to be ready for pickup, so they won’t be aware that your restaurant is running slower than usual.

Other Delivery Options
If you offer delivery, there are a few more additional items you’ll need to configure. Start by configuring delivery
fees for your restaurant by following the steps below.
1.
2.

Scroll to the Delivery Fee section of Takeout/Delivery.
Select Configure Delivery Service Fees to add these fees as service charges. For example, maybe there’s 		
included gratuity for every delivery order. Or, maybe you charge a flat delivery fee per menu item.

Next, select the delivery area for your restaurant in the Delivery Area section. Click on the map to start drawing a
delivery area as shown in the example map below.
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ONLINE ORDERING AUDIT
Now that you’ve configured online ordering for your restaurant, let’s make sure it’s been done correctly. The
following steps will show you how to complete an online ordering audit.
1.

In Toast’s back-end, navigate to Online Ordering Audit under the Other Setup section.

2.

Select validate to run the online ordering audit. The results will appear in a few seconds.

3.

You’ll see the results of the audit as shown below. If the results appear in yellow or red, follow the steps
listed to fix the issue.

Optimizing Your Online Ordering Menu
MAKING IMAGERY VISUALLY ENGAGING
Once configuration is complete, it’s time to make your site visually engaging. Here are some best practices to
follow when choosing your images.
•
•
•

Use high quality photos. Anything grainy or blurry will look unprofessional
Follow our specified dimensions closely when uploading any photo including your logo, background 		
image and banner
If you choose to utilize the banner and/or background images, try to avoid overly busy patterns. While we 		
love color and texture in our websites, we don’t want any clutter!

We recommend using your logo as your Restaurant Image. For the best look, make sure your image file has a
transparent background and follows the size guidelines.
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Since you’ve worked so hard to build your online ordering website, you want to make it as visible as possible
to your customers! It’s important to feature your online ordering link prominently on your restaurant’s website.
Check out the example below from Costa Vida. See how they call out online ordering on their website with an
orange button!

OPTIMIZING YOUR MENU
Now that you’ve entered all the information needed about your restaurant, let’s optimize your online menu. This
is the main part of your setup where customers will interact with your company, so it’s important to spend some
extra time working on this.

Tip 1: Progress your menu gradually through a clear hierarchy
Don’t present every item at once. We recommend using a three-step menu hierarchy: Menu -> Group -> Item
Follow these steps to create this menu progression:
1.

Start by adding a new Menu. Within Menus, select + to add a new menu. Name it and save it.
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2.

Within your new menu, navigate to Groups. Select +Add to create a new group. Name it and save it.

3.

Within your new group, navigate to Items. Select +Add to create a new item. Don’t forget to specify a price
for every item you create.

If you are unable to use the three-step menu hierarchy for your operation, consider creating a separate menu
labeled Carry Out or To Go for Online Ordering.

Tip 2: Customize Item Availability Online
Menus, groups, items, modifier groups, and modifier options that are visible on your POS can be hidden from
your online ordering menu by selecting POS Only visibility in Advanced Properties.

Note that there is no online ordering only visibility setting. If you’d like any menu item to be visible only on
your online ordering site, we suggest putting it at the end of the list so it will appear last on the POS. We also
recommend training your staff to not use the online ordering only buttons. You can set the POS name to say “---”
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or “Online Only” and color it dark gray.

Tip 3: Upload high quality images for your groups and items with a consistent theme
Avoid using any poor quality pictures in your menu. Additionally, keep your pictures consistent. Maintain a similar
zoom distance, as well as similar brightness and color schemes.

Tip 4: Communicate important information for your group and item levels through short and engaging
descriptions where necessary
You have the option to add descriptions for your groups and items. Adding a description for every item, with the
exception of basic drinks and sides, is a must! Your customers will want to know the ingredients and possible
allergens in each item.
1.

Using the Show/Hide dropdown in Advanced Properties, select the Description tool. Once this tool is
selected, a checkmark will appear next to the name of the tool.

2.

In the description field, type in the ingredients for each item. Feel free to highlight speciality ingredients 		
with adjectives like “Homemade Challah Bread” or “Signature Vodka Sauce.” Allergy information can also 		
be easily included by using abbreviations and parentheses.
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Powering successful restaurants.

pos.toasttab.com

